GWC Congratulates Terrence J. Hancock

Longtime supporters of Teamsters Local Union No. 731 and the founding partners at the law offices of Goldberg Weisman Cairo, Michael Goldberg and Louis Cairo are proud to be attending this year’s “Man of the Year Award” ceremony, which is acknowledging the contributions of Teamsters Local 731 Labor Union President Mr. Terrence J. Hancock to Illinois’ Labor Unions.

“I have been working with the Teamsters for more than 15 years. Terry Hancock is a very close personal friend of mine,” said Goldberg.

Mr. Hancock, along with other Teamsters play a critical role in defending the rights of blue collar Americans. Increasingly, organizations such as the Teamsters are the last stand against the fight to disenfranchise American families.

Teamsters Local Union No. 731 was chartered on August 3, 1933. For 81 years, IBT Local 31 has fought to ensure that workers are treated fairly. The simple truth is that without the sacrifices and dedication of union members, the very rights that workers’ take for granted today would not exist.

The determination and unity with which Teamsters Local 731 have tackled fair labor and wages issues for nearly a century, is inspirational. The work of Hancock and others is central to creating the most inclusive economy moving forward.

Goldberg notes that “Terry is on the Board of Easter Seals Metropolitan Chicago and runs the "In Search of a Cure" golf event in honor of his beloved autistic son Bryan and has done so for the last 13 years where he has raised both awareness for Autism and more than $4 million dollars for programs relating to Autism research.” Proud supporters GWC, Michael Goldberg and Louis Cairo individually have been the charity’s biggest contributors.

Hancock has zealously defended the American dream since 1979 and both Mr. Goldberg and Mr. Cairo are proud to attend the event.